Approved Posting Location Descriptions

1. Life Science bulletin board on wall near the Chemistry entrance. **Left side only.**
2. Stairway landing to Darland on the far side of the Kirby Lounge.
3. Tiled wall behind the tables in the Darland Hallway (by the Chemistry entrance).
4. First floor of Cina before entering into MonH.
5. Stairway landing of BoH between the first and second floor.
6. First floor between MonH and EduE (by the EduE entrance).
7. Bulletin boards in the Library hallway. **Select 1 of 3.**
8. Wall by the EduE and LSBE entrance. **Left side only.**
11. Stairwell landing between the 1st and 2nd floor of Kirby (on the Plaza side).
12. Stairwell landing between the 2nd and 3rd floor of Kirby (on the Plaza side).
13. Vinyl covered pillar on 2nd floor of Kirby (on the Plaza side).
14. Vinyl covered pillar outside the MultiCultural Center (on the Heller Hall side).
15. Second floor stairway landing in Kirby (on the Hellar Hall side).

When Kirby Welcome Desk Staff approve your posters, they will keep two for their records:
16. *Kirby Welcome Desk copy*
17. *UMD Library Archives copy*

**NOTE:** Each posting site must be an *APPROVED POSTING AREA*. If they are posted elsewhere, such as Department bulletin boards, they will be taken down. You will not be notified of their removal, they will simply be recycled. If it becomes a problem, your group’s privilege to post on the UMD campus will be revoked.